FINAL REPORT 2022

19 - 21 OCTOBER
PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

With official support and patronage of
GLOBAL NETWORKING FACTS & FIGURES

8,350+ Participants from more than 70 countries
1,100+ Official delegates and VIP guests representing armed, security and emergency domain
3 NATO Centres of Excellence, 15 NATO working groups and teams of experts, 300+ delegates

FUTURE FORCES EXHIBITION

200 Exhibitors from 24 countries
250+ Represented companies and brands
4 National Pavilions (Denmark, Slovakia, Ukraine, USA)
Fidelis Cyber Pavilion, AFCEA C4ISTAR Pavilion
4,589 m² net indoor exhibit space
World and national premieres of latest innovations in defence and security industry
Open stage for exhibitors, Cyber Stage, C4ISTAR Stage, Live demonstrations

MAIN EXPERT PANELS

30+ Specialized events and sessions at one place (conferences, workshops, seminars, panel discussions, closed industry presentation sessions for experts, competitions)
130+ Speakers, 1350+ Audience in expert events

FUTURE FORCES CONFERENCE – The World We Face: EU as a Stronger Security Provider
Opening strategic conference

FUTURE AIR FORCE CONFERENCE – New Generation Aircraft
Expert Guarantor: Force Development Department, Ministry of Defence
Main Topic: Pilot Training

FUTURE LAND FORCES CONFERENCE
Expert Guarantor: Force Development Department, Ministry of Defence
Main Topic: Military Mobility

FUTURE OF CYBER CONFERENCE – Future Cyber Defence; Live Hacking Zone; Cyber Escape Room
Expert Guarantor: AFCEA Czech Chapter

MEDICAL CONFERENCE – A Prospective Look at a Turbulent Time
Expert Guarantor: Military Medicine Division, Ministry of Defence
Main Topics: Civil-Military Cooperation | Crisis Response Management/Emergency Medical Planning | Pre-Hospital Care in Military Operations | Advanced Modelling and Medical Simulation | Innovative Training Technology | Artificial Intelligence in Military Medicine

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES AND DEFENCE INNOVATION FOR THE FUTURE WARFARE – View from NATO and EU
Expert Guarantors: NATO Science & Technology Organization; European Defence Agency

MESAS 2022 – Modelling & Simulation for Autonomous Systems Conference
Expert Guarantor: NATO M&S Centre of Excellence
TECHNOLOGY AND ICT COOPERATION REQUIREMENTS IN PROJECTS FOR THE CZECH ARMED FORCES
– Expert Round Table and Discussion
Expert Guarantor: Communication and Information Systems Division, Ministry of Defence; AFCEA Czech Chapter

KYBERNOID 22 – High School Robotics Competition
Expert Guarantor: University of Defence

NATO WORKING GROUPS
NATO Army Armament Group (NAAG) Land Capability
Group Dismounted Soldier Systems
- Combat Clothing, Individual Equipment & Protection
- C4I & System Architecture
- Weapons & Sensors
- Small Arms Ammunition Interchangeability
- Power & Connectors
- Soldier Capabilities Analysis Group
- And other Sub Groups or Teams of Experts

NATO Army Armament Group (NAAG) Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Capabilities Group
NATO Hazard Management Panel
NATO Detection, Identification and Monitoring Panel (DIMP)

MEDIA COVERAGE
87 Accredited journalists from 9 countries
55 Official Media Partners
Coverage in print and online media, TV and radio broadcasts, social media